
Hi Future Love Advocate,

“Americans are more divided than ever, gridlocked over social issues, race, gender

and the economy.”

-Associated Press

 

If you’ve been following today’s social and media trends, you most likely are

exhausted like me, from all the self-destruction, bigotry and hate crimes and/or

actions -- largely influenced by the unremitting saturation of the lack of moral ethics

and the depletion of community.  Right now, more than ever, we need each other,

and that's the truth. It seems that we are living in an extremely divisive culture,

where others are skeptical of honesty and genuine goodwill. Times are so rough; we

were recently dubbed the Fractured States of America by Yaffa Franklin. 

 

Though overwhelmed by the reality of how things may be perceived, we have hope

for the restoration of collective humanity. We are Love Is A Parable, and we have

the audacity to believe in a vision that we can live in a world of unity through love. To

facilitate this progression, we’ve created a few workshops and learning paradigms to

assist those with a desire to gain a higher quality of life. Consequently, producing

champions of inclusion and/or love advocates, who will, in turn, gain the skills

necessary to make a positive impact by replicating learned deliverables within their

daily living and communities. These courses are listed as the following:

Love Advocacy Training: Home of the Certified Love Advocates

Implicit (Unconscious) Bias Workshop: Diversity and Inclusion Session

Junior Advocates Program: 8-17yrs of Age

Through our reflective thinking approach, we focus on the internal workings of self,

assisting others to reduce the tendency to rely on restrictive ideologies, with an

intent to obtain an awareness of the complications associated with exercising

limiting beliefs and how they play a vital role in hindering personal fulfillment and

meaningful interconnections.  We aim to prevent the relegating assumptive stance

regarding love, while partnering with community members and organizations in

providing courses that provide the skills necessary to permeate love and facilitate

random acts of kindness in efforts to achieve unity and cultural appreciation.

Through our various courses, we have been able to add nearly 100 more Love

Advocates to our community while maintaining a growing list. Participants who take

our courses will receive:

Personal development and uncover implicit/unconscious bias

Discover ways to identify love and maintain a positive self-image

Implement restrictive and assumptive thinking reduction practices

Initiate ways to love themselves and others daily
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Facilitate Acts of Kindness projects in their community

With the construction of our courses, nearly 20 years of andragogy experience and

a decade of behavioral health and health care management experience was taken

into account. In addition to bringing much-needed programs to the community, we

bring assurance in knowing the level of expertise utilized within the development

and design. We pride ourselves in providing life-changing, practical deliverable

content that is relevant and relational.

 

It is our hope that you and/or your organization will consider partnering with us to

forge a climate of unity, love, and kindness by sponsoring or hosting one or all of our

courses.  To learn more about us and various services that we provide, please visit

us at loveisaparable.com. Please expect a follow up communication in the next

week or two to discuss possible next steps.

 

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

 

With Love,

J. Dwayne Garnett,MHA 

Global Love Advocate 

loveisaparable.com

 

Personal Testimonials 
Hear from those who have experience one of our courses!

Sarah's Story

Garrett's Story
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Kristin's Story

Donate To Our Mission
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